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Language Works 3(2) 
Better late than never! Welcome to this the fifth edition of the Danish student journal of linguistics 
known as Language Works – Sprogvidenskabeligt Studentertidsskrift. This edition should have 
been out 2018, but time caught up with us…In this issue we can again present five fine articles with 
very diverse points of departure and very different research interests within the large field we know 
as language studies. We will be visiting different areas of linguistics students’ interests, and as is 
starting to become a tradition, we can present both theoretical contributions and applied case 
studies.  
In this issue we bring three papers with a grammatical focus, one of them with a cross-linguistic 
perspective to boot. Apart from that, we have papers on essay writing in secondary schools and 
children’s acquisition of pointing and gesticulation. 
Please dig in to our horn of plenty. Bon appetite! 
Your article in the next issue? 
As always we want to extend an invitation for new contributions: Do you have a good idea or a 
project that could interest others? As a student, you may have an essay that could be turned into an 
article. As a teacher, you may have supervised or assessed an essay that you think could become a 
good article. Or you have perhaps participated in a conference, workshop, seminar or course that 
could be the basis for a thematic section/special issue of Language Works? 
We are looking for articles of quality, but what you submit does not have to be perfect. We promise 
that we as editors will help you improve your article if you send it to us. All articles will get a 
review from an expert with suggestions for changes and improvements. So, it takes work to publish, 
but this is also a good way of improving your communication competences. We prefer that you 
write your article in English or Danish/Norwegian/Swedish, but should you wish to write in another 
language, talk to us about it.  
Contact us if you have a draft, or just an idea, for an article. Contact info and information on the 
contents and format of articles as well as deadlines can be found on this page.  
 
